Production throughput measures the performance and behaviour of a production system. Production throughput modelling is complex because of uncertainties in the production line. This study examined the potential application of the adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) to modelling the throughput of production under five significant production uncertainties: scrap, setup time, break time, demand, and lead time of manufacturing. The effects of these uncertainties on the production of floor tiles were studied by performing 104 observations on the production uncertainties over 104 weeks, based on a weekly production plan in a tile manufacturing industry. The results of the ANFIS model were compared with the multiple linear regression (MLR) model. The results showed that the ANFIS model was capable of forecasting production throughput under uncertainty with higher accuracy than was the MLR model, indicated by an R-squared of 98 per cent.
INTRODUCTION
Throughput of production refers to the volume, output, or rate of production for a process over a specific period of time. Throughput is an important measure of production system performance. Modelling production throughput is complex in today's dynamic production systems because of uncertainties in the production line. The production uncertainties relate to changes in demand and disturbances on production shop floors, such as machine breakdowns and random manufacturing lead times. Handling production uncertainties and modelling the production throughput will achieve a more systematic production by approaching a more reliable and robust manufacturing system. Modelling and planning under uncertainty is one of the most important open problems in optimisation [1] . Thus manufacturing industries must find a robust approach that handles uncertainties quickly and effectively in order to survive global competition driven by customer-designed products [2] . Mula et al. [3] showed how those models that consider uncertainty in the production system can make better planning decisions than those models that do not reflect the uncertainty. However, current theories for handling and evaluating uncertainty in production planning and control are still being debated, because they are dependent on the time factor [1, 4] .
In most production systems, the production throughput cannot be accurately estimated because of production uncertainties such as machine breakdown time and scrap. In maketo-stock production systems, such as the push-type system, the manufacturers try only to produce, without considering demands. However, since the exact number of demands is not certain, inaccurate estimation of production throughput leads to stock out or excess inventory. In make-to-order production environments, the demand orders are expected to be produced without considering randomness in the lead time of the manufacturing or the breakdown time of machines. These conditions create the critical issue, which is to meet the customers' demands by the due date with the right quantities. When a decision is based on an inaccurate estimate, industries are forced to bear the production risk. The time lost in the setup, breakdown of equipment, and scrap increases the manufacturing lead time. Furthermore, the availability of machines may vary due to the break time. Demand also changes from time to time due to fluctuations. So making decisions about production, where fluctuations are considered, has become more and more complex. In this regard, the tile industry has been attempting to develop a new model that can answer customer orders in a timely manner under production uncertainties. Many strategies and policies have been proposed to address the fluctuations and disruptions in the production line. However, most of these methods are unsustainable due to the existence of the uncertain variables reviewed and detailed in Section 2 below. The complexity of the estimation of the production throughput under uncertain conditions becomes even greater if the manufacturing environments involve multi-stage production and multiple products. In the area of tile production, production sequencing and the scheduling of tiles have been studied to achieve effective setup time by recognising families of tile products with the same designs using an analytical solution [5] ; but this solution needs a steady-state production situation, whereas the real production system is not that. In this study, more uncertainties of production line are considered for throughput modelling using the adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS).
UNCERTAIN VARIABLES OF PRODUCTION
Uncertainty has usually been measured by observing its values at different time periods. Uncertain variables, also called stochastic or random changes, involve breakdown time, scrap, and processing time, according to Wazed et al. [6] . Van Donk and Van der Vaart [7] distinguished three main types of uncertainty in manufacturing: uncertainty of the item throughput, mixed uncertainty of a component, and delivery uncertainty. Koh and Gunasekaran [8] presented significant uncertainty parameters in manufacturing environments with reference to demand changes, lead time variations, and resource break. Saad and Gindy [9] categorised the uncertainty variables within the production facilities, previously identified by Atwater and Chakravorty [10] into internal and external disturbances. Internal disturbances include machines, tools/fixtures, transport, and operators. External disturbances include product variety, priority, throughput, quality, wrong time, and parts for the supplier. Koh and Saad [11] categorised manufacturing uncertainty parameters into process yield loss, quality variation, process lead time, and scraps.
Subrahmanyam et al. [12] classified uncertainty variables of the production system into cancelled or rushed orders, operation time's variability, and equipment breakdowns. Das and Abdel-Malek [13] grouped four uncertainty factors into product mix, sales quantities, order delivery time, and design changes. Koh and Saad [14] recognised that the planned setup time is usually exceeded because of a changeover time increment that affects the delivery performance of products. Wazed et al. [6] compiled setup time with other uncertain factors through different sources such as uncertainties in lead time, operation yield, demand, machine breakdown, and product quantity.
CURRENT METHODS TO TACKLE UNCERTAINTY
Zimmermann [4] defined 'uncertainty modelling' as a genuine modelling decision, in which any of the existing uncertainty theories might need to be applied, or a 'wait-and-see' approach should be adopted. Artificial intelligence approaches and machine learning techniques deal with uncertainty in manufacturing management through modelling quantitative information [15] . For example, the Petri net technique is used to relocate operations in order to use shop floor resources in the presence of machine breakdown uncertainty [16] . Li et al. [17] applied the artificial neural network (ANN) to estimate makespan, and later combined this with a genetic algorithm to improve the accuracy of makespan. In another study, ANN was employed to predict the raw material of tile, especially in a study of the quality characteristics of the granule [18] . The ANN model was then compared with a multiple linear regression model to show its higher efficiency using three statistical comparison criteria, which are root mean square error (RMSE), mean relative error (MRE), and the coefficient of determination (R 2 ).
The stochastic optimisation method was introduced by Mulvey et al. [19] to deal explicitly with uncertainty, and to make decisions that are less sensitive to the variations in input data. Stochastic programming on demand uncertainty has been the most popular trend recently in the production planning for manufacturing industries [20] [21] [22] . Petkov and Maranas [23] formulated a stochastic model under demand uncertainty -the levels of which were probability specified. Hood et al. [24] presented a method that used stochastic integer programming to meet demand uncertainty. Their efforts involve the simple enumeration of a few discrete cases to handle uncertainty in demand. Li et al. [25] pointed out that the degree of uncertainty and complexity is very high in a re-manufacturing system.
Wazed et al. [26] proposed a few simulation models using WITNESS software to analyse the various effects of two main uncertainty variables: machine breakdown and lead time. They concluded that machine breakdown has a greater effect on production throughput, whereas lead time uncertainty has a greater influence on cycle time. Later, Wazed et al. [27] considered a production system under machine breakdown and quality variation. They examined the effect of common processes on the throughput and cycle time using the same simulation software (WITNESS). They found that the variation in the level of common processes in the system has a significant effect on production throughput and cycle time.
Using simulation methodology, Brennan and Gupta [28] examined the performance of a manufacturing environment under demand and lead time uncertainties. The effects of the use of different lot-sizing rules were also considered. These uncertainties were eventually addressed using appropriate lot-sizing rules. Minifie and Davis [29] developed a simulation model to examine the interaction effects of demand and supply uncertainties. These uncertainties were modelled for changes in lot-size, timing, planned orders, and policy fence on several system performance measures such as late deliveries, number of setup times, ending inventory levels, and component shortages. System performance was concluded to be significantly affected by demand changes and supply uncertainties. Emran et al. [30] examined the impact of uncertainty in operational release planning on total duration using Monte Carlo simulation. They concluded that every uncertain factor individually increases makespan; and for any combination of uncertainty factors, impact is bigger than the addition of their individual impacts.
In dynamic environments that involve more than one type of uncertain factor, the analytical approach is replaced by an expert system methodology such as fuzzy logic. Pai et al. [31] proposed an application of fuzzy logic to deal with problems of capacity uncertainty. This capacity uncertainty was extracted from fuzzy rules and uncertain input data that was presented by fuzzy number and conditional if-then rules. Fuzzy programming was applied for planning production in a multi-site environment under uncertain capacities and demands by Sakawa et al. [32] . Petrovic et al. [33] applied fuzzy modelling in studying customer demand and external supply uncertainties to assess the impact on the supply chain performance. Chen and Lee [34] presented a fuzzy approach to maximising the satisfaction level of multiple objectives in a supply chain under uncertain demands and prices. Bral and Gardner [35] presented a fuzzy method to determine production process availability by considering process failures and machine breakdown. Gorkemli and Ulusoy [36] proposed a fuzzy-Bayesian method to determine the reliability and availability of a production system in which exponential distributions for breakdown and repair times of machines were chosen. The method was used to quantify uncertainties in the production environment.
The first study that proposed a neuro-fuzzy regression algorithm to develop a forecasting model of weekly manufacturing lead time estimation, considering the breakdown time indicator in an actual assembly shop -a producer of heavy electric motors -was done by Asadzadeh et al. [37] . The input data were the sum of failure times, the sum of repair times, and the sum of processing times, and were collected for 70 weeks with 70 observations. The results show that the developed model is able to forecast by 94.70 per cent R 2 .
METHODOLOGY
The reason for using the artificial neural network (ANN) with the fuzzy inference system (FIS) is that neural networks do not make any assumption about the probability distribution functions of data [38] . ANFIS is applied to estimate the parameters of significant variables in order to examine the effects of these parameters on the production throughput. The ANFIS model categorises the input space into fuzzy subspaces and maps the output using a set of linear functions. ANFIS is a fuzzy mapping algorithm based on the Tagaki-Sugeno-Kang fuzzy inference system [39, 40] . ANFIS has been successfully used to map the input-output relationship based on available data sets [41] . The system acquires its adaptability by using a hybrid learning method that combines back propagation and least mean square optimisation algorithms. The ANFIS model output matches the system output with a minimum RMSE. Using a learning process, ANFIS can determine the mapping relation between inputs and output data sets in order to identify the optimal distribution of membership functions; the relation involves a premise and a consequent part [42] . ANFIS, which was developed by Jang [43] , is a universal approximate that incorporates Sugenotype fuzzy inference systems into adaptive neural networks. ANFIS uses the power of two patterns -artificial neural networks and fuzzy logic -in a single framework.
This study involves five sets of data for five input variables including breakdown time, demand, setup time, lead time of manufacturing, scrap, and one set of data for the output variable, which is production throughput. Following McLachlan et al. [44] , we randomly generated ten different sample sets (from the 104 collected observations) in an Excel 2007 spreadsheet for both the output and input variables to assign for training, testing, and verifying. This was to make sure that the majority of data sets were trained. Further statistical analysis was performed to calculate the training error (average loss over the training samples) and to evaluate the overfitting condition that occurs when the model is trained too much. Overfitting occurs when the mapping between the input and the output data has lost its generalisation capability to fit any data on which it was not trained [45] . Therefore, the dataset with the lowest training error and no over-fitting is categorised into three groups according to Jang [43] , including 64 observations assigned for training, 20 for testing, and 20 for verifying, as presented in Table 1 . The training process maps the relationship between the input and output datasets to determine the optimal distribution of membership functions. The training set was assigned to build the ANFIS model. The verifying data set was used to ensure that the trained model is a suitable representation of the target system, and to avoid over-fitting of the system to the training data set. There are five layers to develop ANFIS model. Clustering is the first stage of fuzzification in the FIS. The input uncertainties were fuzzified after all numerical values of the input uncertain variables had been loaded. Cluster membership probabilities reflect uncertainty where a given individual value can be assigned to any given cluster. The propagation of each uncertainty was broken down into the different clusters of fuzzy to see the behaviour of uncertainties on the production throughput. Clustering included the selection of type, number, and linguistic value of membership function. Subtractive clustering proposed by Chiu [46] is applied because it finds out the optimum cluster centres (optimal parameters of membership functions) and consequently the optimum fuzzy model [47] . It calculates a measure of the likelihood of each data point as the cluster centre based on the density of surrounding data points. The algorithm selects the data point with the highest potential as the first cluster centre. Subsequently, all data points in the vicinity of the first cluster centre (as determined by radii) will be removed in order to determine the next cluster centre. Finally, this process is iterated until all of the data is within the radii of a cluster centre.
The next stage is to train the inputs to minimise the RMSE and to adjust the shape of the membership functions. The hybrid learning algorithm was used to develop the ANFIS model. This algorithm consisted of back propagation for the input parameters associated with input membership functions, and least-squares estimation for the parameters associated with output membership functions. The training process using the hybrid learning algorithm adjusted the premise parameters, the consequent parameters, and the training error plot. This study includes five inputs and one output, and is clustered into three clusters. As the presentation of the training process for our model is long and may become complicated, we generally show the estimation procedure of ANFIS using only two inputs and one output, with two rules for easy understanding them, in Figures 1 and 2 [22] . For a first-order Sugeno fuzzy model, a common rule set with two fuzzy if-then rules in (1) and (2) is assumed according to [43] .
Rule 1 : If x is A1 and y is B1, then f1 = c1 + α 1 x + β 1 y.
(1) Rule 2 : If x is A2 and y is B2 , then f2 = c2 + α 2 x+ β 2 y.
Where f1: first order polynomial, the output of rule 1, f2: second order polynomial, the output of rule 2, α i and β i : Coefficients of inputs, i= 1, 2, c i : Constant parameters, i= 1, 2.
Layer 1: Input node layer
The first layer presents the output of each uncertainty.
where mf = membership function, µ, σ = premise parameters that change the shape of the membership functions.
Layer 2: Rule nodes (inference layer or rule layer)
The weight of each cluster is found in layer 2.
where W i = weight of cluster i.
Layer 3: Normalised layer (average nodes layer)
In layer 3, the defuzzification method is performed through the weighted average, which is denoted by W ̅ i.
Layer 4: Consequent nodes layer (aggregation layer)
In layer 4, W ̅ i is multiplied by the output of the mf i.
Layer 5: Total output layer
In layer 5, the overall output of the training process is obtained by summation of all outputs of clusters.
The learning process stops when a maximum number of training iterations (epochs) is achieved -which in this study is 200 epochs. The best ANFIS model is selected using the fuzzy logic toolbox in MATLAB software version 2008 [48] , based on a lower RMSE for both the training and the verifying data sets, in which the RMSE is under control and is not increasing [49, 50] .
RESULTS
Three if-then rules were extracted using the subtractive clustering algorithm. These rules were described by production experts with 'AND' as the logical operation to represent the different levels of production throughput based on different cluster relations of the uncertain variables, as presented in Table 2 . Linguistic values were also defined with respect to the number of membership functions (clusters) to determine the quality of membership functions. Three linguistic values were defined for each uncertainty by production experts. The qualities of these linguistic values were low, medium, and high respectively. If breakdown time falls in low cluster AND demand is high AND lead time falls in medium cluster AND setup time falls in low cluster AND scrap falls in low cluster, then level of production will be high 2
If breakdown time falls in medium cluster AND demand is low AND lead time falls in low cluster AND setup time falls in medium cluster AND scrap falls in medium cluster, then level of production will be medium 3
If breakdown time falls in high cluster AND demand is low AND lead time falls in high cluster AND setup time falls in high cluster AND scrap falls in high cluster, then level of production will be low
The parameters of each uncertain variable, including the mean and standard deviation, were estimated using the back propagation method, as shown in Table 3 . Table 4 presents the estimated coefficients of the Sugeno linear functions using the leastsquares method. The Sugeno linear functions are formulated for all three clusters, shown in (9) to (11).
Low ~ − + . + . + . + . + .
Medium ~ + .
High ~ − . + . − . − . − . The MLR model is presented in equation (12) based on the estimated coefficients shown in Table 5 . 
R-squared has been successfully used in forecasting models by many authors [51] [52] [53] . This comparison criterion measures the goodness of model fit and the model performance. Rsquared evaluates how much variability in actual values is explained by the model. Thus it is a suitable criterion to compare the performances of two different models with the same uncertain variables. R-squared is also appropriate for different units of variables because it is unitless. R-squared is calculated via equation (13) .
R-squared = 1-
Where Table 6 presents the accuracy of the MLR and ANFIS models using R-squared. The results demonstrated that the ANFIS inference is an alternative option that is capable of forecasting with a slightly higher accuracy than the commonly-used MLR model.
CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH
An adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system for modelling production throughput has been developed using a real data set collected from the tile manufacturing industry. The ANFIS model enables accurate prediction, compared with the MLR model. The results of ANFIS have shown that neuro-fuzzy systems are as robust as MLR for dealing with production uncertainties. It might be applied as a reliable method in uncertain manufacturing environments because of its flexibility and adaptability. Further studies can be achieved by including more input variables, and by examining the ANFIS approach in another dynamic manufacturing industry.
